We prove new lower bounds on the encoding length of Matching Vector (MV) codes. These recently discovered families of Locally Decodable Codes (LDCs) originate in the works of Yekhanin [Yek08] and Efremenko [Efr09] and are the only known families of LDCs with a constant number of queries and sub-exponential encoding length. The systematic study of these codes, and their limitations, was initiated in [DGY11] where quasi-linear lower bounds were proved on their encoding length. Our work makes another step in this direction by proving two new lower bounds. The first is an unconditional quadratic lower bound, conjectured in [DGY11], which is the first bound to exceed the known lower bounds for general constant-query LDCs (when the number of queries is greater than four). The second result is a conditional super-polynomial lower bound for constant-query MV codes, assuming a well-known conjecture in additive combinatorics -the Polynomial Freiman Rusza conjecture (over Z 
Introduction
Locally Decodable Codes (LDCs) are a special kind of Error Correcting Codes (ECCs) that allow the receiver to decode a single symbol of the message by querying a small number of positions in a corrupted encoding. More formally, an (r, δ, ǫ)-LDC encodes K-symbol messages x to N -symbol codewords C(x), such that for every i ∈ [K], the symbol x i can be recovered with probability 1 − ǫ, by a randomized decoding procedure that makes only r queries, even if the codeword C(x) is corrupted in up to δN locations. Since the early 90's, LDC's have found exciting applications in various areas ranging from data transmission to complexity theory to cryptography/privacy. We refer the reader to [CGKS98, Tre04, Yek11] for more background.
A central research question, which is far from being solved, has to do with understanding the best possible 'stretch' of an LDC with a constant number of queries. That is, how large N has to be as a function of K for constant r and with constant δ, ε (these two last parameters are not our focus here and we will generally assume them to be small fixed constants). For r = 1, 2 this question is completely answered. There are no LDC's for r = 1 [KT00] and the best LDC's with r = 2 have exponential encoding length [GKST02, KdW04] . For r > 2 there are huge gaps in our understanding. Katz and Trevisan were the first to study this problem [KT00] and, today, the best general lower bounds on N are slightly super-linear bounds of the formΩ K 1+1/(⌈r/2⌉−1) [Woo07] . Notice that, when the number of queries is 3 or 4, these bounds are quadratic (see also [KdW04, Woo10] for the r = 3, 4 case). The upper bounds were, until recently, those coming from polynomial codes and were of the order of N ≤ exp K 1 r−1 . Improved upper bounds, breaking this barrier slightly, were given in [BIKR02] .
This state of affairs changed dramatically when, in a breakthrough paper, Yekhanin [Yek08] developed a new approach for constructing LDCs that have much shorter codeword length than polynomial codes. Efremenko [Efr09] was the first to show that this approach could yield codes with subexponential encoding length (Yekhanin's paper showed this under a number theoretic assumption). The construction of this new family of codes, called Matching Vector (MV) codes, was further refined in [Rag07, KY09, IS10, MFL + 10, DGY11, BET10] to give LDC's with r queries and with encoding length that grows, when r is a constant, roughly like N ∼ exp exp (log K) O(log log r/ log r) (log log K) .
While significantly smaller than the length of polynomial codes, the codeword length of these new codes is still super polynomial in K. In this work we prove that, assuming a well known conjecture in additive combinatorics -the Polynomial Freimann Ruzsa (PFR) conjecture -MV codes with constant number of queries must have super polynomial encoding length. We also show an unconditional quadratic lower bound on the length of MV codes which was conjectured in [DGY11] and holds also for large values of r (for which it is almost tight). We now describe our results in more detail.
Matching Vector Families
At the heart of every MV code there is a combinatorial object called a Matching Vector family (MV family). This is a pair or ordered lists U = (u 1 , . . . , u t ), V = (v 1 , . . . , v t ), with each u i , v i ∈ Z n m , where m, n are integers greater than 1. What makes U and V into an MV family are special properties of their inner products modulo m. These vectors must satisfy u i , v i = 0 mod m for all i ∈ [t] and u i , v j = 0 mod m for all i = j ∈ [t]. The size of the matching vector family is the number of vectors -t. An MV family U, V in Z n m of size t is used to construct an MV code with r = O(m) queries sending messages of length K = t to codewords of length N = m n . Thus, to prove a lower bound on the encoding length of MV codes, we must prove an upper bound on the size of an arbitrary MV family in Z n m for all m, n. Let MV(m, n) denote the largest t such that there exists an MV family of size t in Z n m . The question of bounding MV(m, n) is closely related to the well-known combinatorial problem of set systems with restricted modular intersections [BF98, Sga99, Gro00, Gro02] (in this setting the vectors u i , v i are required to have entries that are either 0 or 1). The systematic study of this more general problem, in the context of MV codes, was initiated in [DGY11] . When m = p is prime, it is known that MV(p, n) ≤ min{4p n/2 + 2, 1 + n+p−2 p−1 } [DGY11] . For general m, the best upper bound known [DGY11] is MV(m, n) ≤ m n−1+om(1) , with o m (1) denoting a function that goes to zero when m grows. This bound is very weak when m (which bounds the number of queries of the corresponding MV code) is fixed and n grows. In particular, the resulting lower bound on the length of MV codes is only slightly super-linear. It was conjectured in [DGY11] that an upper bound of ∼ m n/2 should hold for any m (not just prime). However, the proof method used in [DGY11] to prove the 4p n/2 + 2 bound does not extend to non primes. Notice that an upper bound of ∼ m n/2 on the size of MV families will imply a quadratic lower bound on the encoding length of MV codes. Hence, Theorem 1 resolves the conjecture of [DGY11] for the range m = 2 o(n) and implies, in this range, a quadratic lower bound on the encoding length of MV codes with O(m) queries. When m >> n, our bound is quite close to the best known construction of MV families which gives
Our second result assumes the PFR conjecture (discussed below) and gives a stronger upper bound on the size of MV families when m is a constant and n grows.
Theorem 2. Assuming the PFR conjecture over Z n m (Conjecture 1) we have
with c(m) an explicit function of m. Consequently, every MV code with r = O(1) queries sending K bit messages to N bit codewords satisfies N > K Ω(log log(K)) .
The PFR conjecture: Suppose A ⊆ Z n m . The form of the PFR conjecture we will be using says that, if |A − A| ≤ λ · |A| then there exists a subgroup H of Z n m of size at most |A| such that A can be covered by at most poly(λ) translates of H. Stated formally:
Conjecture 1 (PFR Conjecture in Z n m ). Suppose A ⊆ Z n m and |A − A| ≤ λ · |A|. Then one can find a subgroup H of size at most |A| such that A can be covered by λ ′ = λ cm many translates of H, where c m depends only on m.
We note that the PFR conjecture has already found several applications in computer science. Ben-Sasson and Zewi [BSZ11] used it to construct two-source extractors from affine extractors; and Ben-Sasson, Lovett and Zewi [BSLZ11] used it to bound the deterministic communication complexity of functions whose corresponding matrix has low rank. Our work provides another application for the PFR and demonstrates its wide-reaching applicability. We further note that a quasi-polynomial version of the PFR conjecture was recently proved by Sanders [San10] (see also the exposition in [Lov12] ). Unfortunately, all the applications discussed above require the truly polynomial version of the conjecture, and so cannot apply to Sanders' result.
From a technical point of view, one of the ingredients in this work builds on the recent work of Ben-Sasson, Lovett and Zewi [BSLZ11] who used the PFR conjecture to show that matrices over Z 2 with large bias (say, with many more ones than zeros) and small rank must contain a large monochromatic sub-matrix. An important ingredient in our proof is a generalization of their results from Z 2 to Z m for all m, not necessarily prime. We note however that this is just one ingredient in our overall proof.
Proof Overview
The proof of Theorem 1 relies on intuitions coming from the theory of two-source extractors [CG88] , which are functions of two variables F (X, Y ) such that the output of F is distributed in a closeto-uniform fashion whenever the two inputs are drawn, independently, from two distributions of sufficiently high entropy. Since our proof does not use two-source extractors explicitly we do not define them formally and just use them to explain the high level idea behind the proof. It is a well known fact [CG88] that the inner product function F (X, Y ) = X, Y , say over Z n 2 × Z n 2 is a good two source extractor when the two inputs X and Y are both drawn uniformly from sets S X , S Y ⊆ Z n 2 of size larger 2 n/2 . This immediately suggests a connection to MV families, since, if we take S X = U and S Y = V for an MV family U, V in Z n 2 , we would get a completely non-uniform output (it will be zero with exponentially small probability). This means that the size of U, V is bounded from above by approximately 2 n/2 .
If we try to use a similar argument over Z m we run into trouble since the inner product function modulo m is not a good two source extractors for sources of size m n/2 . Take, for example, S X = S Y = {0, 2, 4} n ⊆ Z n 6 and observe that X, Y is always divisible by 2 and so is far from being uniformly distributed over Z 6 . It is, however, possible to show that this example is, in some sense, the only example and that, in general, we can always find a certain number of elements of either S X or S Y that 'agree' modulo some factor of m. This observation suggests proving Theorem 1 by induction on the number of factors of m, which is the way we proceed.
The proof of Theorem 2 uses a slightly different view of MV families as matrices with certain zero/non-zero pattern and small rank. Specifically, for an MV family U, V of size t in Z n m consider the t × t matrix P whose (i, j)'th entry is u i , v j mod m. The definition of an MV family implies that P has zeros on the diagonal and non-zeros everywhere else. If m was a prime, we could think of Z m as a field F and say that, since P is the inner product matrix of vectors of length n over a field, it must have rank at most n. Conversely, every t×t matrix over a field F with these properties (zero on the diagonal and non-zero off the diagonal) and with rank n gives an MV family of size t in F n . We can call a matrix with this pattern of zeros/non-zeros an MV matrix. Thus, when m is prime, the question of bounding the size of an MV family is the same as lower bounding the rank of an MV-matrix 1 . When m is composite, this whole approach should be re-examined since Z m is no longer a field and our familiar understanding of matrices and linear algebra over a field are no longer valid. We do, however, manage to carry over this correspondence between the two problems by defining the notion of rank in a careful way (more on this issue below).
Assume for the purpose of this overview that the usual notion of rank and other intuitions from linear algebra are valid over Z m and let us proceed with sketching the proof of Theorem 2 using the equivalent formulation as bounding (from below) the rank of an MV matrix P . The starting point is a generalization of a result of [BSLZ11] , mentioned above, from Z 2 to Z m . We show that every matrix P over Z m that is biased (i.e., its values are not distributed close to uniformly) and has low rank, contains a large monochromatic sub-matrix modulo some factor m ′ of m. The size of the sub-matrix is bounded from below by ∼ |P | exp(r ′ / log(r ′ )), where r ′ is the rank of P modulo m ′ (this factor depends on the specific way the matrix is biased). This generalizes the result of [BSLZ11] which assumes m = 2 and finds a large monochromatic sub-matrix (modulo 2). Let us refer to this result from now on as the sub-matrix lemma. We can apply the sub-matrix lemma to an MV matrix P since its values are far from uniform (the probability of zero is much less than 1/m) and since its rank is assumed (towards a contradiction) to be low.
Suppose for the sake of simplicity that m = p · q, with p, q distinct primes (the proof for general m is significantly more technical but relies on the same basic intuitions). Applying the sub-matrix lemma we obtain a sub-matrix P 1 of P that is constant modulo some factor m 1 of m (so m 1 is either p, q or m ) of size at least |P | exp(−r 1 / log(r 1 )), where r 1 ≤ n is the rank of P mod m 1 . Using some matrix manipulations, and subtracting a rank one matrix, we can get a large sub-matrix P ′ 1 that does not intersect the diagonal of P and s.t all of the entries of P ′ 1 are zero modulo m 1 . Suppose |P ′ 1 | = t 1 and consider the 2t 1 × 2t 1 sub-matrix P ′′ 1 of P that has P ′ 1 as its top-right (or bottom-left) block and s.t the top-left and bottom-right blocks are taken to have zero diagonal elements. Formally, if P ′ 1 is indexed by rows in R and columns in T with R ∩ T = ∅ then the rows/columns of P ′′ 1 will be indexed by R ∪ T . If we consider the matrix P ′′ 1 modulo m 1 then it has top-right block which is all zero and so its rank (modulo m 1 ) will be the sum of the ranks of the top-left and bottom right blocks. Thus, one of these blocks, w.l.o.g the top-left one, must have rank at most n/2 (over Z m 1 ). Notice also that both of these blocks are themselves MV matrices modulo m since they are sub-matrices of P with the same row and column sets. LetP 1 be the top-left block of P ′′ 1 . We can now apply, again, the monochromatic sub-matrix lemma to find a large sub-matrix P 2 ofP 1 which is constant modulo some other factor m 2 of m. The size of P 2 will be t 1 · exp(−r 2 / log(r 2 )) = |P | · exp(−r 1 / log(r 1 ) − r 2 / log(r 2 )).
The factor m 2 is also either p or q. If it happens to be that m 1 = m 2 then r 2 ≤ n/2 and so we gain in the size of P 2 in this second step (the expression r 2 / log(r 2 ) is smaller than n/2 log(n/2) which is smaller by roughly a factor of two than our bound on r 1 / log(r 1 ). Suppose we continue with this iterative process of finding constant sub-matrices for ℓ steps and that, by luck, all the factors m 1 , m 2 , . . . are equal to the same factor of m (say p). Then, after roughly log(n) iteration, we will reduce the rank modulo p to one and still have at least
rows, which is close to the original size of P if we assume (in contradiction) that |P | >> exp(n/ log n) (this calculation is given in Claim A.1). In this case we obtain a new large MV family U ′ , V ′ modulo m such that all inner products
From this we can easily construct an MV family of roughly the same size in Z n q and then use the bounds on MV(q, n) for primes to get a contradiction. In the 'unlucky' case we will have different factors m 1 , m 2 , . . . in each stage, but we can adapt the analysis to consider the decrease in rank simultaneously for all factors of m.
The full proof is by induction on the number of factors of m and uses the iterative sub-matrix argument above to go from an MV family modulo m to an MV family of roughly the same size modulo some proper factor of m (and then uses the inductive hypothesis on this new MV family).
Matrix rank over Z m
An important technical issue, which was already hinted at above, is in the definition of the rank of a matrix with entries in a ring Z m . There are two main properties of matrix rank over a field that we relied on in the proof sketch above. The first is that a rank r matrix is always the inner product matrix of vectors in r dimensions. Equivalently, a t × t matrix of rank r can be written as a product of a t × r matrix and an r × t matrix. This is important if we are to go back and forth between matrices and MV families. Another property we used is that, if we have a 2t × 2t matrix composed of 4 blocks of size t × t and the top-right block is zero, then the rank of the matrix is the sum of the ranks of the top-left block and the bottom right block.
Ideally, we would like to define rank over Z m so that both properties are satisfied. This is, however, impossible as the following example shows: Consider the 2 × 2 matrix with the two rows (4, 0) and (0, 3) over Z 6 . This matrix can be written as the product of the two vectors (2, 3) T and (2, 3) and so should have rank one, if we are to satisfy the first property. However, if we are to satisfy the second property, its rank should be the sum of the ranks of the two 1 × 1 matrices (4) and (3), which clearly cannot have rank zero! Our solution to this problem is to give two different definitions of rank, each satisfying one of the two properties. We then show that the two definitions of rank can differ from each other by a multiplicative factor of log m, which our proof can handle. The first definition of rank is as the smallest r such that our t × t matrix can be written as a product of a t × r matrix and an r × t matrix. Clearly this would satisfy the first property (but not the second). The second definition of rank is termed column-rank and is defined as the logarithm to the base m of the size of the additive subgroup of Z t m generated by the columns of the matrix. Notice that this definition of rank can result in the rank being non-integer. For example, the rank of the matrix with a single column (2, 0) over Z 6 would be equal to log 6 (3) since the subgroup generated by this column is composed of the three vectors (2, 0), (4, 0), (0, 0). It is not hard to show (see Claim 4.9) that this definition satisfies the second property described above regarding block matrices. Clearly, the two definitions agree for matrices over a field. We show (see Claim 4.6) that the two notions of rank can differ by a multiplicative factor of at most log m. This allows us to use both definitions in different parts of the proof without losing too much in the transition. We finish this discussion by noting that in no part of the proof do we use the characterization of rank using determinants, which is often very useful when working over a field.
Organization
We begin with some preliminaries in Section 2. We prove Theorem 1 in Section 3. Section 4 contains some claims about matrices over Z m . Section 5 introduces collision free MV families. Both Section 4 and Section 5 will be used in the proof of Theorem 2 in Section 6. The proof of Theorem 2 also requires the sub-matrix lemma, whose proof appears in Section 7.
General preliminaries
Notations: Throughout the paper we will be handling ordered lists of elements. A list A of size t over a finite set Ω is an ordered t-tuple A = (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a t ) where each a i ∈ Ω. A list can have repetitions. If it doesn't we say it is twin free. When discussing sublists A ⊆ B with B = (b 1 , . . . , b t ) we will use the convention that, unless specified otherwise, A maintains the ordering induced by B. For a positive integer t, we let [t] denote the list (1, · · · t). So, for example, when we say that T ⊆ [t] we mean that T is a list of integers in increasing order belonging to [t] . We say that a list
. We assume all logarithms are in base 2 unless otherwise specified.
MV Families: Basic Facts and Definitions
We now start with some basic definition and claims regarding MV families.
Definition 2.1 (Matching Vector Family
•
We denote the size of
We denote by MV (m, n) the maximum size of a matching vector family (U, V ) in Z n m .
We shall use the following simple facts implicitly throughout the paper.
Fact 2.4. MV (m, n) is an increasing function of n.
Proof. For n 1 < n 2 , we show MV (m, n 1 ) ≤ MV (m, n 2 ). Given (U, V ), a matching vector family in Z n 1 m , we can pad each element in U and V by n 2 − n 1 zeros and obtain a matching vector family in Z n 2 m of the same size.
Fact 2.5. If (U, V ) is a matching vector family in Z n m , then U and V are twin free.
We prove U is twin free. By symmetry V is also twin free. Suppose u i = u j for some i = j. Now, u i , v j = u j , v j = 0 which is a contradiction.
To facilitate writing in the proofs to follow we introduce the following notation for taking lists, matrices, etc. modulo an integer r.
We will also need the following definitions.
Definition 2.7 (Bucket B r (w, A)). Let A ⊆ Z n m be a list. For any w ∈ Z n r , we denote by B r (w, A) = a ∈ A : a (r) = w the sub-list of elements of A which are equal to w modulo r.
We will use the following lemma from [DGY11] mentioned informally in the introduction. 
Probability Distributions
Definition 2.10. For a distribution µ over a finite set Ω, we write X ∼ µ to denote a random variable X drawn according to µ. We will also treat µ as a function µ :
. For a list A over Ω, x ∼ A denotes a point sampled as per the uniform distribution on A (taking repetitions into account).
Definition 2.11 (Statistical distance between distributions). Let µ 1 and µ 2 be two distributions over a finite set Ω. The statistical distance (or simply distance) between µ 1 and µ 2 , denoted ∆ (µ 1 , µ 2 ), is defined as
Definition 2.12 (Collision probability). Given a distribution µ over a finite set Ω the collision probability of µ, denoted cp(µ), is defined as
The following two lemmas are standard and their proofs are included, for completeness, in Appendix B.
Lemma 2.13. Let µ be a distribution over Z m and let U m denote the uniform distriution over
where ω = exp (2πi/m) is a primitive root of unity of order m.
Lemma 2.14. Let ω be a primitive root of unity of order m. Let µ 1 and µ 2 be two probability
Proof of Theorem 1
In this section we prove Theorem 1, restated here with explicit constants.
Theorem 3.1. Let m ≥ 2 and n be arbitrary positive integers. Then
For the purpose of the proof, we introduce a notation that will be used only in this section.
Definition 3.2 (MV r 1 ,r 2 (m, n)). Let r 1 , r 2 be integers such that r 1 r 2 |m. We denote by MV r 1 ,r 2 (m, n) the maximum size of an MV family (U, V ) in Z n m satisfying
• U (r 1 ) and V (r 2 ) are constants.
• u, v = 0 (mod r 1 r 2 ) for all u ∈ U, v ∈ V .
Note that MV 1,1 (m, n) = MV (m, n) (with the convention that x (mod 1) = 0 for any integer x).
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will follow immediately from the following two lemmas, which will be proved below.
Lemma 3.3. Let m = r 1 r 2 r 3 where r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are arbitrary positive integers such that r 3 ≥ 2. Let t ≥ 3m and n ≥ 1 be arbitrary integers. Let (U, V ) be a matching vector family in Z n m such that
Then, there exists s|r 3 with s ≥ 2 and a matching vector family
• Either U ′(r 1 s) is constant or V ′(r 2 s) is constant.
Applying Lemma 3.3 iteratively we prove the following bound. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Observe that for any matching vector family (U, V ) in Z n m , U (1) and V (1) are constants and u, v = 0 (mod 1) for all u ∈ U, v ∈ V . Thus, setting r 1 = r 2 = 1 in Lemma 3.4 implies MV (m, n) ≤ 3m · m 11 log m m n/2 < m n/2+14 log m .
Proof of Lemma 3.3
By assumption we have that u, v = 0 (mod r 1 r 2 ) for all u ∈ U, v ∈ V . So, we can consider u,v r 1 r 2 ∈ Z r 3 . We have that
Let µ denote the distribution over Z r 3 defined by
mod r 3 where u i , v j are drawn independently and uniformly from U, V respectively. Observe that µ outputs 0 only when i = j. Therefore, Pr[µ = 0] = 1/t ≤ 1/3m. On the other hand, Pr[U r 3 = 0] = 1/r 3 ≥ 1/m. This implies that ∆ (µ, U r 3 ) ≥ 1/3m. Thus, applying Lemma 2.13 with ω = exp (2πi/r 3 ), we get that for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r 3 − 1,
Let ω ′ = ω j and s = r 3 /gcd (r 3 , j) be the order of ω ′ . Also, note that as j ≥ 1, we have s ≥ 2. Let ε = 2 3m 3/2 . Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality twice we get
We need to explain the last expression. Since by assumption U (r 1 ) and V (r 2 ) are constants, (u −ũ) /r 1 ∈ Z n m and (v −ṽ) /r 2 ∈ Z n m are well defined. Thus, we can fixũ andṽ by an averaging argument such that
Notice that U ′ and V ′ are not assumed to be an MV family (later we will derive from them an MV family). We now define two probability distributions µ U ′ and
is the probability that u ′(s) = w where u ′ is chosen uniformly in U ′ , and similarly for µ V ′ (w). Therefore, since the order of w ′ is s, we have that
Recalling that s is the order of ω ′ and applying Lemma 2.14, we get cp
Therefore, one of cp µ U ′ , cp µ V ′ , say cp µ U ′ , is at least ǫ 4 /s n/2 . Let w * be the point of maximum probability mass given by µ U ′ . Then,
• U ′′(r 1 s) and V ′′(r 2 ) are constants.
The only thing left is to show that u, v = 0 (mod r 1 r 2 s) for all u ∈ U ′′ , v ∈ V ′′ . This may not be true in general. However, we can take a large subset of the matching vector family so that the resulting matching vector family satisfies this condition. To see this, let u ∈ U ′′ , v ∈ V ′′ be arbitrary. Now, u = r 1 s · u ′ + u 0 and v = r 2 · v ′ + v 0 where u ′ , v ′ depend on u, v respectively and u 0 , v 0 are independent of u, v. Then,
As u varies over U ′′ , u ′ , v 0 takes at most r 2 values modulo r 2 . Hence, r 1 s u ′ , v 0 takes at most r 2 ≤ m values modulo r 1 r 2 s. Therefore, there exist at least (1/m) |U ′′ | elements of U ′′ such that r 1 s u ′ , v 0 is a constant modulo r 1 r 2 s. We take the corresponding elements from V ′′ to form a matching vector family (U ′′′ , V ′′′ ) ⊆ (U ′′ , V ′′ ). We apply another round using the same idea on U ′′′ , V ′′′ , this time ensuring that r 2 u 0 , v ′ is constant modulo r 1 r 2 s as v varies over a large fraction of V ′′′ . Thus, we end up withṼ of size at least (1/m) |V ′′′ | such that r 2 u 0 , v i is a constant modulo r 1 r 2 s. We take the corresponding subsetŨ from U ′′′ so that (Ũ ,Ṽ ) ⊆ (U ′′′ , V ′′′ ) is a matching vector family. Denote the size of (Ũ ,Ṽ ) byt. Note thatŨ = (ũ 1 , · · · ,ũt) ,Ṽ = (ṽ 1 , · · · ,ṽt) is a matching vector family in Z n m of size at least 1/m 2 t ǫ 4 /s n/2 = s −n/2 m −(8+log m (81/16)) t ≥ s −n/2 m −8−log(81/16) t ≥ s −n/2 m −11 t. Also, as u, v is a constant modulo r 1 r 2 s, for u ∈Ũ , v ∈Ṽ , and ũ i ,ṽ i = 0 (mod r 1 r 2 s), we get that u, v = 0 (mod r 1 r 2 s), for u ∈Ũ , v ∈Ṽ . This concludes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 3.4
We prove the lemma by backward induction on r 1 r 2 |m. That is, to prove the claim about MV r 1 ,r 2 (m, n), we assume the inductive hypothesis for MV r ′
such that
Note that t ≥ 3m. Therefore, applying Lemma 3.3, there exists s|r 3 with s ≥ 2 and matching vector family (
• either U ′(r 1 s) is constant or V ′(r 2 s) is constant.
Without loss of generality, we assume that U ′(r 1 s) is a constant. Therefore, Definition 4.1 (Span of a set). For A ⊆ Z n m let span (A) denote the additive subgroup generated by A. We say that a set A spans u ∈ Z n m if u ∈ span(A). Definition 4.2 (Rank of a matrix over Z m ). Let M be a t × t matrix over Z m . Then rank (M ) is the smallest r such that M = AB where A is an t × r martrix over Z m and B is an r × t matrix over Z m . Since the rank can behave in unexpected ways over Z m , we make sure to prove some of the basic facts that we will be using later on. Proof. Suppose M ′ is given by the first t ′ rows and the first t ′′ columns of M . We will define an injective map f : colspan (M ′ ) → colspan (M ). Given any x ∈ colspan (M ′ ) we can write x = t ′′ j=1 α j · M ′ (: j) in some fixed way (there might be several choices of α j ). Define f (x) = t ′′ j=1 α j · M (: j). Then, x is clearly the restriction of f (x) to the first t ′ indices and so the map is injective.
Fact 4.5. Let M be a t × t matrix over Z m and let s|m. Then rank M (s) ≤ rank (M ).
Proof. Suppose there exist an t × r matrix A and an r × t matrix B over Z m such that M = AB. Then M (s) = A (s) B (s) and so the rank of M (s) is at most r.
We will need the following claims relating the rank and the column rank of matrices over Z m . Claim 4.6. Let M be an t × t matrix over Z m . Then,
Proof. Let r = rank (M ) and r ′ = colrank (M ). We first prove that r ′ ≤ r. This is equivalent to proving that |colspan (M )| ≤ m r . Let M = AB where A is an t × r martrix over Z m and B is an r × t matrix over Z m . Since the columns of M are all in the span of the columns of A we have that the column span of M can contain at most m r elements.
We now prove that r ′ ≥ r/ (log m) or, equivalently, |colspan (M )| ≥ 2 r . Suppose in contradiction that |colspan (M )| < 2 r . Take a minimal spanning set S of colspan (M ) (that is, a set that spans colspan (M ) and such that no proper subset of it does). Suppose |S| ≥ r and consider all linear combinations (over Z m ) of elements of S with coefficients in {0, 1} ⊆ Z m . Since |colspan (M )| < 2 r there are two distinct 0 − 1 linear combinations that map to the same element. This means that there is a linear combination with coefficients in {1, −1} of the elements of S that is equal to zero.
Since both 1 and −1 are invertible modulo m we can write one of the elements of S as a linear combination of the other elements. This contradicts the minimality of S and so, we must have |S| < r. This implies that rank(M ) < r, a contradiction, since we can write M as the product of the matrix with columns in S with the matrix of coefficients giving the columns of M .
Claim 4.7. Let M be an t × t matrix over Z m , let r = rank (M ). There exists r ′ columns of M that span the rest of M ′ s columns such that r ′ ≤ r log m.
Proof. Take a minimal spanning set S of the columns of M (that is, a set that spans all other columns and such that no proper subset of it spans all columns). If 2 |S| > m r , then 2 |S| > |colspan(M )| (by Claim 4.6) and we proceed as in the proof from Claim 4.6 above. If we look at all the 0 − 1 combinations of the columns of S, then there are two distinct 0 − 1 linear combinations of the columns that map to the same element of colspan (M ). Thus, let i α i S (: i) = i β i S (: i) where α i = β i for at least one i, say i 0 . Therefore, we have i (α i − β i ) S (: i) = 0. Note that (α i 0 − β i 0 ) = ±1 and hence is invertible. This lets us write S (: i 0 ) as a linear combinations of the remaining columns contradicting the minimality of S. Thus, r ′ = |S| ≤ r log m.
The following claim shows that the column rank behaves similar to rank in terms of subadditivity. Proof. We show that |colspan (A)| |colspan (B)| ≤ |colspan (M )|. Let colspan (A) = R 1 , colspan (B) = R 2 , colspan (M ) = R. We define f : R 1 × R 2 → R and show that f is injective. Given r 1 ∈ R 1 and r 2 ∈ R 2 , let α 1 , · · · α t and β 1 , · · · β t denote coefficients for linear combinations of the columns of A and B respectively that give r 1 and r 2 . There might be many such linear combinations but we fix one for each r i . Then,
. Now, given a column vector f (r 1 , r 2 ) ∈ R, we uniquely identify r 1 and r 2 as follows. We look at the first t rows and call it s 1 . Now s 1 = r 1 and let α 1 , · · · α t be the linear combination fixed for r 1 while defining f . Now, consider f (r 1 , r 2 ) − t i=1 α i M (: i) and call the last t rows s 2 . Note that s 2 = r 2 .
Claim 4.10. Let M be a t × t square matrix over Z m with zero diagonal entries. If for some s|m, colrank M (s) ≤ 2, then there exists at least t ′ = t/m 2 indices such that M restricted to those indices as rows and columns is the all zero matrix modulo s.
Proof. As colrank M (s) ≤ 2, it follows that colspan M (s) ≤ s 2 ≤ m 2 . Hence, M (s) has at most m 2 distinct columns. Therefore, there exists a set of indices S of size t ′ ≥ t/m 2 with S = {r 1 , r 2 , · · · r t ′ } such that all the columns M (s) (: r i ) are identical. Also, as the diagonal elements are zero modulo m, they are zero modulo s. Thus, the S ×S submatrix is the all zero matrix modulo s.
Collision-Free MV families
In the proof of Theorem 2 it will be useful to assume that the elements of the MV family do not 'collide' when reduced modulo an integer s dividing m. In this section we develop the necessary machinery to allow for this assumption. We start by defining a collision free matching vector family.
Definition 5.1 (Collision free MV family). A collision free matching vector family (U, V ) in Z n m is a matching vector family such that for all s|m, s ≥ 2, all elements of U are distinct modulo s, and all elements of V are distinct modulo s. Note that if (U, V ) is a collision free matching vector family, then so is any (U ′ , V ′ ) ⊆ (U, V ).
Lemma 5.2. Let m ≥ 2 be an arbitrary integer. Let s be a divisor of m, such that 1 < s < m. Let (U, V ) be a matching vector family in Z n m such that u, v = 0 (mod s) for all u ∈ U, v ∈ V . Then,
Recall that P U,V is the inner product matrix. We shall write P U,V as P in the rest of the proof for brevity. Let r = rank (P ) ≤ n. Hence, by Claim 4.7, there exists r ′ ≤ r · log m columns of P which span all the columns of P . As each entry of P is a multiple of s we can define a matrix P ′ over Z m/s by P ′ = (1/s) P . We have
• P ′ i,j = 0 ∀i = j.
We next show that the r ′ columns that span the columns of P also span the columns in P ′ . Without loss of generality, let the first r ′ columns of P span the remaining columns of P . For any column j, let P (: j) = r ′ i=1 c i P (: i) (mod m). Since all entries of P are divisible by s, we can divide the expression by s and obtain that P ′ (: j) = r ′ i=1 c i P ′ (: i) (mod m/s). Hence, we deduce that r P ′ = rank (P ′ ) ≤ r ′ ≤ r log m ≤ n log m. This implies that P ′ = AB for some t × r P ′ matrix A and some r P ′ × t matrix B over Z m/s . Thus, the rows of A and the columns of B form a matching vector family in Z r P ′ m/s . Therefore, t ≤ MV (m/s, n log m) as claimed.
Lemma 5.3 (Bucket Lemma). For any m, let (U, V ) be a matching vector family in Z n m . Let 1 < s < m be any divisor of m. Then, for any w ∈ Z n s , |B s (w, U )| ≤ MV (m/s, n log m). By symmetry, |B s (w, V )| ≤ MV (m/s, n log m).
Proof. We prove that |B s (w, U )| ≤ MV (m/s, n). For U = (u 1 , u 2 , · · · u t ), consider any bucket
We use the above lemma repeatedly to obtain a collision free matching vector family.
Lemma 5.4. Let m ≥ 2 be any positive integer. Suppose there is a matching vector family (U, V ) in Z n m . Then, there exists a collision free matching vector family
Proof. We will get rid of collisions iteratively by repeatedly applying Lemma 5.3. Let us write the divisors of m in ascending order as 2 ≤ s 1 < s 2 < · · · < s l ≤ m/2. Perform the following operation for each s|m starting from the smallest divisor greater than 1. For 0 ≤ i ≤ l, let U i , V i be the matching vector after stage i with U 0 = U and V 0 = V . Now suppose that we have U i , V i after the i'th stage such that there is no collision modulo s j in U i for 1 ≤ j ≤ i. The (i + 1)'th stage is performed as follows. Let us construct U i+1 , V i+1 from U i , V i to ensure no collision among the elements of U i+1 modulo s i+1 as well. For each w ∈ Z n s i+1 , by Lemma 5.3, B s i+1 (w, U i ) ≤ MV (m/s i+1 , n log m). Pick one element from each bucket in U i and the corresponding matching vector from
We end up with matching vector family
MV(m/s,n log m) and U l is collision free. We repeat the same process this time pruning V l in order to make it collision free as well. Thus, eventually we end up with a collision free matching vector family (
2 .
Proof of Theorem 2
Before proceeding with the proof we give yet another definition.
Definition 6.1. Let A, B ⊆ Z n m be twin-free lists (or sets). Let ω be a primitive root of unity of order m. The duality measure of A, B with respect to ω is defined as
Notice that, if ω = 1, D ω (A, B) = 1 implies that there is some c ∈ Z m such that all the entries of the inner product matrix P A,B equal c. We often refer to such submatrices as monochromatic rectangles.
The following is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.13.
Lemma 6.2. Let (U, V ) be an MV family in Z n m of size t ≥ 3m and let ω = exp (2πi/m) be a primitive root of unity of order m. Then there exists some 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1 such that
Proof. Let µ be the random variable which chooses u ∈ U and v ∈ V randomly and outputs u, v and let U m be the uniform distribution over Z m . Now, ∆ (µ, U m ) ≥ (1/2) (Pr[U m = 0] − Pr[µ = 0]) = (1/2) (1/m − 1/t) ≥ 1/3m as t ≥ 3m. By Lemma 2.13, for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1,
Thus, we have E u∼U,v∼V ω j u,v ≥ 2 3m 3/2 as claimed.
An important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2 is the following lemma, referred to in the introduction as the 'sub-matrix lemma' which is a generalization of a result of [BSLZ11] . Without loss of generality, we can assume c(m) ≥ 1 above (it will be convenient to assume it in the proof of Theorem 2). In other words, we can replace the c(m) above by max{c(m), 1}. We postpone the proof of Lemma 6.3 to Section 7 and proceed now with the proof of Theorem 2.
We restate Theorem 2 here for convenience and with the explicit function d(m). Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the number of (not necessarily distinct) prime factors of m.
Z + → R be functions and d 4 be a constant. We want the following conditions to be satisfied for all m, n ≥ 2.
It can be verified that the following choice for the functions meets the above conditions.
We shall explicitly mention which conditions of the above functions are being used in different parts of the proof.
Base Case. The base case is where m = p is prime. Lemma 2.9 implies that MV (p, n)
n/ log n we will be done. Indeed, by the choice of d (m) (Condition 2 and 3) both of the above will hold.
Inductive Case. Let n ≥ 2, m ≥ 2 be arbitrary positive integers. Suppose, by induction, that MV (s, n) < 2 d(s)n/ log n for all s|m, s < m. We need to show that, assuming Conjecture 1,
Suppose not. That is, there exists a matching vector family (U, V ) of size t ≥ 2 d(m)n/ log n . First, we shall apply Lemma 5.4 to (U, V ) to obtain a large enough collision free matching vector family (U ′ , V ′ ).
A large collision free matching vector family. We show that
Observe that by Lemma 5.4, the inductive hypothesis and the monotonicity of d (m) (Condition 1), t ′ ≥ 2 d(m)n/ log n−2m·d(m/2)·n log m/ log n where we have used a loose upper bound of m for the number of factors of m. Now,
which is satisfied by the choice of d (m) (Condition 4).
Two key claims. We will need two claims from which the inductive claim follows easily. We shall provide proofs to these claims after the proof of the inductive claim.
Claim 6.5. Let (U, V ) be a collision free matching vector family in Z n m with |(U, V )| ≥ 3m and colrank P (s ′ ) U,V > 2 for all s ′ |m, s ′ ≥ 2. Then, for some s|m, s ≥ 2, there exists a collision free
• Either colrank P (s)
Claim 6.6. Let (U, V ) be a collision free matching vector family in Z n m such that |(U, V )| ≥ 3m · 2 d 2 (m)n/ log n . Then, there exists a collision free matching vector family
U,V is the all zero matrix for some s|m, s ≥ 2.
Let us proceed with the proof of the inductive claim assuming these two claims. We have a collision free matching vector family ( 
U ′′ ,V ′′ is the all zero matrix for some s|m, s ≥ 2.
By the choice of d (m), it can be verified that
We now show that this is enough to get a contradiction. If s = m, we have |(U ′′ , V ′′ )| ≤ 1 as (U ′′ , V ′′ ) is a matching vector family in Z n m . If s < m, by Lemma 5.2 and the inductive hypothesis, we have |(U ′′ , V ′′ )| ≤ 2 d(m/s)n log m/ log(n log m) ≤ 2 d(m/2)n log m/ log n by monotonicity of d (m) (Condition 1). Thus, irrespective of s, |(U ′′ , V ′′ )| ≤ 2 d(m/2)n log m/ log n which is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
Proof of Claim 6.5: Let |(U, V )| = t ≥ 3m. Let ω be a root of unity of order m . By Lemma 6.2, for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1 , D ω j (U, V ) ≥ 2 3m 3/2 . Note that s = m/gcd (m, j) is the order of ω ′ = ω j . Observe that s|m, s ≥ 2 as 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1. Recall from the statement of the claim that r s = rank P (s) U,V . Thus, by the collision free property of (U, V ),
Applying Lemma 6.3 on U (s) , V (s) with ω ′ a primitive root of unity of order s, we can get an (R × S) submatrix of P U,V with |R| = |S| ≥ 2 −c(m)rs/ log rs t. (we can make |R| = |S| as throwing away rows and columns from a monochromatic rectangle still keeps it monochromatic) Let T = R ∩ S. We divide our analysis to two cases: either |T | > |R|/2 or |T | ≤ |R|/2. In both cases, we shall exhibit a matching vector family as required in the statement of the claim.
, let U ′ = (u j |j ∈ T ) and V ′ = (v j |j ∈ T ), and P ′ = P U ′ ,V ′ . Now, as P ′(s) is monochromatic, and u j , v j = 0 (mod s) for j ∈ T , we have u ′ , v ′ = 0 (mod s) for all u ′ ∈ U ′ , v ′ ∈ V ′ . Observe that
Condition 10)
This finishes Case 1.
where P ′ 1 and P ′ 2 are the R ′ × R ′ and the S ′ × S ′ submatrices of P (s) U,V respectively and C is monochromatic. We add a matrix of column rank at most 1 to P ′(s) to yield P ′′(s) which is the same as P ′(s) except that C is replaced by the all zero block matrix. Thus,
Note that by Claim 4.8, colrank P ′′(s) ≤ colrank P ′(s) + 1. Now, using Claim 4.9, colrank (
U,V . Construct the matching vector family (U ′ , V ′ ) as follows. Let U ′ = (u j |j ∈ R ′ ) and V ′ = (v j |j ∈ R ′ ). Again, observe that
Condition 10).
• colrank P (s)
This completes the proof of Case 2.
Proof of Claim 6.6: We will use Claim 6.5 iteratively. For this, we first set up some notations.
The setup. Define a sequence of collision free matching vector families for i = 0, . . . , z.
• Each step i has label s i |m (this label will be given by Claim 6.5).
• Let cr i : Z + → R be defined by
• Let r i : Z + → Z be defined by
Invariants. We will show how to go from step i to step i + 1. We stop after stage z when cr z (s) ≤ 2 for some s|m, s ≥ 2. We shall maintain the following invariants for 0 ≤ i ≤ z − 1.
and hence is a collision free matching vector family in Z n m .
• cr i+1 (s ′ ) ≤ cr i (s ′ ) for all s ′ |m.
Step i → Step i + 1. We state a claim that we will prove below.
Claim 6.7.
In order to apply Claim 6.5, we need to satisfy t i ≥ 3m. Observe that by Claim 6.7,
(by the choice of d 2 (m) , d 3 (m) in Condition 11). Apply Claim 6.5 to (U i , V i ) to get label s i for step i and (
The first three invariants are maintained by the statement of Claim 6.5. The last invariant follows from Fact 4.4. Note that by the inequality we just established, t z ≥ 2 −d 3 (m)n/ log n t 0 . Also, by the stopping condition, cr z (s ′ ) ≤ 2 for some s ′ |m, s ′ ≥ 2. Thus, applying Claim 4.10, we get another matching vector family ( • P
This finishes the Proof of Claim 6.6.
Proof of Claim 6.7: Let t s be the number of steps with label s. Note that as the column rank modulo s goes down by a factor of at least 3/4 each time we are in a step labeled s, it is easy to see that t s ≤ log 4/3 cr 0 (s) ≤ log 4/3 n. We shall rely on the monotonic increasing nature of x/ log x when x ≥ e. As cr i (s) > 2, by Claim 4.6, r i (s) ≥ cr i (s) > 2 which means r i (s) ≥ 3 > e as the rank is always an integer. We thus have
(by Claim 4.6) and monotonicity of x/ log x as discussed above
d 4 cr 0 (s) / log cr 0 (s) (by Claim A.1 and Condition 9 satisfied by d 4 )
d 4 n/ log n (as cr 0 (s) ≤ r 0 (s) ≤ r 0 (m) ≤ n, by Claim 4.6 and Fact 4.5)
This completes the proof.
Monochromatic rectangles from low rank matrices
In this section we prove Lemma 6.3 (the Sub-Matrix Lemma). We begin with some preliminary definitions. The following is a standard result in algebra and can be find in any introductory text.
Theorem 7.1 (Fundamental Theorem of finitely generated abelian groups). Every finitely generated abelian group G is isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic groups of prime power order and an infinite cyclic group. More precisely,
where q i 's are prime powers with q 1 ≤ q 2 · · · ≤ q r . The decomposition is unique after applying this ordering on q i 's. If the group G is finite, then n = 0.
We will use the following two definitions regarding sumsets.
Definition 7.2 (Sumset). For A ⊆ Z n m define its sumset as A + A={a + a ′ |a, a ′ ∈ A}. Definition 7.3 (rep S (x)). For any S ⊆ Z n m and x ∈ Z n m , rep S (x) is the number of different representations of x as an expression of the form s + s ′ where s, s ′ ∈ S.
Next, we define the ǫ-spectrum of B with respect to a primitive root of unity of order m.
Definition 7.4 (Spectrum). For B ⊆ Z n m , and ǫ ∈ [0, 1], the ǫ-spectrum of B with respect to ω, a primitive root of unity of order m, is the set
When ω is implicit in the context, we will drop the phrase "with respect to ω".
We start by proving the following lemma which is a generalization of a lemma from [BSLZ11] . Proof. We start by setting up some notations. Let W = span (A) be the subgroup of Z n m spanned by A. By Theorem 7.1, there exists an isomorphism τ :
Z q i and note that we can think of elements of C as vectors with integer coordinates where the i'th coordinate is in Z q i . Let e 1 , e 2 , · · · e r ∈ C where e i is the vector that has 1 in the i'th coordinate and 0 everywhere else. Given x ∈ C, ∃α 1 , · · · α r , with α i ∈ Z q i such that
Proof. Let x = 0 r ∈ C. Now τ (x) = 0 n (mod m). Note that x can also be written as x = q i e i . Applying τ on both sides, we get τ (x) = q i v i . Thus, q i v i = 0 n (mod m).
Claim 7.7. For β ∈ Θ, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, q i β i = 0 (mod m).
Proof. As β ∈ Θ, there is a u ∈ Z n m such that ∀i,
For α ∈ C, β ∈ Θ we define their inner product α, β ∈ Z m by considering α i ∈ {0, . . . , q i − 1}, β i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}, taking the inner product over the integers and then reducing the result modulo m. This is indeed an inner product by Claim 7.7.
Claim 7.8. Given β ∈ Θ \ {0},
Proof. Let β i = 0. Then α∈C ω α,β = 0 whenever
j=0 ω jβ i = 0. Now,
. This is well defined because ω is of order m and β i = 0. The claim now follows from Claim 7.7 which makes the expression zero.
With the above setup in place, we can now proceed with the proof of Lemma 7.5. For β ∈ Θ, define
We will prove upper and lower bounds for the sum a∈A |h (a)| 2 . On the one hand,
On the other hand,
Now, combining the upper and lower bounds, max β∈Θ {µ (β)} ≥ ǫ 2 |A| |W | . Thus, there exists a β ∈ Θ such that µ (β) ≥ ǫ 2 |A| |W | . This means that the subset B ′ = B ∩ S β is of size at least ǫ 2 |A| |W | |B|. Now, any a ∈ A can be written as a = r i=1 α i v i , and for b ∈ B ′ , the inner product a, b = α, β is independent of b. Now, for i ∈ [m], let A i ⊆ A be such that for a ∈ A i , for all b ∈ B ′ , a, b = α, β = i. Now there exists some A i , call it A ′ , of size at least |A|/m such that a ′ , b ′ = i for all a ′ ∈ A ′ , b ′ ∈ B ′ , that is, D ω (A ′ , B ′ ) = 1 and this proves the lemma.
We continue along the lines of [BSLZ11] and prove the following lemma.
Lemma 7.9. Suppose the twin free lists U, V ⊆ Z n m satisfy D ω (U, V ) ≥ ǫ where ω is a primitive root of unity of order m. Also, let rank (P U,V ) = r. Then assuming Conjecture 1, for every K > 1, letting ℓ = r/ log m K, there exist lists U ′ ⊆ U, V ′ ⊆ V such that D ω (U ′ , V ′ ) = 1, and
Proof. Let U = (u 1 , · · · u t ) and V = (v 1 , · · · v t ). Since P U,V has rank r there exists a t × r matrix U M and r × t matrix V M so that U M V M = P U,V . Thus if we let A denote the rows of U M and B denote the columns of V M , then A, B ⊆ Z r m . The proof does not care about the order of elements and hence we now consider A, B which are sets. Note that |A| = |B| = t and if A = (a 1 , · · · a t ) and ≤ E a,a ′ ∈A i−1 E b∈B ω a−a ′ ,b .
Now applying Markov inequality we get that at least ǫ i = ǫ 2 i−1 /2 fraction of A i−1 × A i−1 sum to an element in Spec ǫ i (B). Now selecting j i as in the construction gives that Pr a,a
To prove the second part of the lemma, observe that by the above, we have shown that
Also, by constuction of A i , since every x ∈ A i can be represented as x = a − a ′ with a, a ′ ∈ A i−1 in at most m j i +1 ways, we have that |A i | ≥ Below we will use the following additive-combinatorics lemma.
Put i = 1 in the above claim. Also observe that as ǫ j+1 = ǫ 2 j /2 2 j −1 ≥ (ǫ/2) 2 j . Thus, We can now prove the Sub-Matrix Lemma, Lemma 6.3.
Proof of Lemma 6.3: Set K = s 4r/ log r , ℓ = log r 4 , ǫ = 1/2m 3/2 while applying Lemma 7.9 over Z s . We get |A ′ | ≥ δ s |A|, |B ′ | ≥ δ s |B| where . When b = 4/3, f (b) < 300.
Proof. We divide the summation into two parts. The first part consists of the first ⌊log b log n⌋ terms and the second part consists of the remaining terms.
In the first part, In the second part of the summation, we use the monotonicity of x log (n/x). The function increases with x as long as x ≤ n/e. Therefore, for terms with b i−1 ≤ n/e, the maximum value of each summand is given by substituting i = log b log n which gives an upper bound of 
This concludes the proof.
